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From the 
Executive Director
John DeLollis 

EACH OF US IS OBSESSED WITH THE WORK WE 
DO.  IF WE WEREN’T, WE COULDN’T ACHIEVE 
SUCCESS. 

Right now, we are part of a business comeback 
in New York City. The stakes are high. We adapted to 
the hardship of moving forward as COVID-19 pushed 
against us and it appears we are winning. So, let’s 
assess the future.

With the worst of the pandemic hopefully behind 
us we need to examine and evaluate how well our 
COVID protocols have worked. Among the most 
obvious, masks, social distancing, sanitizing were 
all necessary to keep us going, but they did slow us 
down. Off the job site, virtual operations were in most 
cases essential as many staff personnel worked from 
home. Did this work well? Was Zoom and other video 
conferencing platforms advantageous? How about 
virtual seminars? Are there reasons to keep these 
going in some form?

Questions abound as we evaluate incorporating 
current activities from COVID into future operations. 
But now there are other more pressing hardships that 
need to be addressed. Prices of both lumber and steel 
have surged. The numerous delays in the supply chain 
are discouraging and costly, and shortages are likely 
to continue until later this year. Increased material 

costs may require that job estimates be reworked. 

Happily, most analysts predict a resurgence as 
problems get sorted out and as new and upcoming 
projects manifest themselves. Projects that were 
put on hold because of uncertainty arising from the 
pandemic are now moving forward. If we want to be 
part of that move forward, we can’t sit back and wait. 
We need to adapt to new normals now and, as always, 
innovate to stay ahead. We can do this. It will require 
each of us to obsess with success.

Golf is back! Our annual golf outing was held on 
June 21. We were fully booked at 200 golfers (we 
had to reduce it from 240 because some COVID 
restrictions remain).  This kicked off a new beginning 
for WC&C members to again meet in person, enjoy 
fun and exercise while resuming the camaraderie 
which is so important to each of us and our business 
operations. It was a great success. In this issue of Off 
The Wall is a listing of the proud sponsors and our 
momentous photos. More networking opportunities 
are in the works.

With COVID finally waning we can look forward 
with confidence to new and rewarding projects on 
which to bid.

Stay safe.
   - John

Obsess With Success
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From the 
President
Michael Weber 

The construction industry is currently experienc-
ing an unprecedented mix of sharply increasing 
materials prices, decreased supplies and staff-

ing difficulties. The cost of many essential materials 
has been going through the roof. The spike in mate-
rial costs that have impacted commercial buildings 
comes from wood, metal, rebar, and concrete. Wood 
has increased to new heights in 2021, and by the look 
of it, it’s not slowing down any time soon. Since April 
2020, the price of lumber has jumped 375%. With the 
pandemic and increased demand from DIY projects 
and the housing industry, the mills can’t keep up.  In 
April 2021, the average lumber price was $1,372 per 
1,000 board feet.

Additionally, logistical and transportation chal-
lenges due to the COVID pandemic in 2020 have made 
significant building materials scarce. Due to trucking 
shortages being felt across the country, anything with 
substantial shipping and logistics components have 
caused lead time issues.

These kinds of lingering supply chain delays could 
end up slowing down the anticipated rebound in con-
struction activity in the latter half of 2021, especially in 
markets where contractors face high material costs, 
a lack of supply, or both.

Material Prices Are Through the Roof
These price fluctuations can turn a good project 

with a feasible budget into one that unnecessarily 
stretches your resources. That’s why it’s truly impor-
tant that your project continues to move ahead after 
the bidding phase without much delay. The longer 
the period that passes from your bid to the buyout 
of the project, the more there’s a chance for material 
prices to increase. 

For jobs in progress, though, contractors will need 
to stay on their toes. Out of the box thinking and the 
readiness to come up with resourceful solutions to 
reduce costs while maintaining the integrity of the 
project are essential.

It is critical to be proactive. By getting ahead of 
price escalation and delivery delays before they hap-
pen, or at least quickly communicating them once 
they do, contractors can save a lot of headache for 
themselves and their projects. When you have a sixty 
day time line on certain types of installation, staying 
focused on the job progress schedule will be critical 
for your success.

Be safe, stay cool and enjoy the rest of summer.

    - Michael Weber
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AWCI’S CONVENTION + Expo
Hilton Riverside New Orleans
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center

  NEW DATES! 
October 17-20, 2021
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It’s The Law
By Mark A. Rosen

Mark A. Rosen is legal counsel to the Association of Wall-Ceiling 
& Carpentry Industries of New York, Inc. He is a partner in the firm 
of McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter, LLP. Mark practices 
in the areas of construction and contract law, public contract law, 
arbitration, surety, and general commercial litigation. He can be 
reached at mrosen@mdmc-law.com. 

NEW YORK STATE 
LEGISLATURE PASSES LAW 
TO PROTECT WORKERS 
FROM WAGE VIOLATIONS
The New York State legislature passed a law that 
makes general contractors liable for unpaid wag-
es, benefits and wage supplements owed by a 
subcontractor to its workers.  General contractors 
could also face liability for attorneys fees related 
to civil or administrative action by the worker or 
the State Department of Labor with respect to 
the delinquency.  

The bill is designed to address the problem of 
wage theft.  Workers already have the right to 
bring a private action against their employer to 
collect wages owed.  By also holding general 
contractors liable, this bill is intended to allow 
workers to collect unpaid wages quicker.

The legislation also would give general con-
tractors the authority to oversee the books of 
subcontractors to ensure that workers paid 
properly.    The bill is with the Governor for 
consideration.  If signed it would take effect 
within 120 days.   

FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
RESOLVES FALSE CLAIMS 
ACT CLAIM ON TAPPEN 
ZEE BRIDGE PROJECT 
A fuel supply vendor agreed to pay $692,000 to 
resolve claims it violated the False Claims Act 
by making misrepresentations about its perfor-
mance as a subcontractor under the federally 
funded project to replace New York’s Tappan 
Zee bridge.

The company, a Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (“DBE”), provided services to the 
prime contractor for project who had agreed 
to make good-faith efforts to meet a DBE 
participation goal of 10% value of its contract. 
The prime contractor certified that the supplier 
would comply with DBE regulations. Instead, 
the supplier allegedly relied on a non-DBE 
company to actually provide the labor and 
equipment used to perform its services.  The 
supplier did not disclose to the prime contractor 
its arrangement whereby it would pay the non-
DBE company half of its profits for each gallon 
of diesel fuel sold in exchange for the non-DBE 
company performing deliveries. •
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A National Safety Council survey shows 90% 
of employers are concerned about mental 
health and chronic stress impacting 
fitness for duty – in addition to persistent 

concerns around legal and illicit substance misuse. 
In response, NSC is becoming the first national 
organization to call on employers to consider far 
more than substance misuse when addressing 
“workplace impairment.” NSC urges that employ-
er policies and procedures outline “workplace 
impairment” as anything that could impede one’s 
ability to function normally or safely as a result of 
a number of factors – from chemical substances, 
such as alcohol, opioids or cannabis, to physi-
cal factors like fatigue, as well as experiencing 
mental distress and social factors like stress.
The survey data underscore how the pandemic has 
impacted workplace safety. In expanding what it 
means to be impaired in the workplace, NSC aims 
to reshape the national narrative and help employers 
adjust internal policies and programs accordingly.

The Council began a holistic assessment of 
“workplace impairment” in 2020 as the pandemic 
raged, and NSC found 93% of employers agreed 
with a broader description– one that extends beyond 
substances to include health and wellbeing.

“The National Safety Council has been the nation’s 
safety watchdog for more than 100 years, identifying 
emerging issues and developing resources to help 
keep workers safe from the workplace to anyplace,” 
said Lorraine Martin, NSC president and CEO. “We 
believe the issue of impairment is multifaceted and 
therefore requires an approach that recognizes all 
aspects of it. We urge employers to join us in looking 
at impairment through the new lens that our current 
moment demands.”

Impairment has been a workplace safety issue for 

decades. The pandemic, however, has forced a new 
era of workplace safety, one in which employers are 
grappling with increased substance use and misuse, 
as well as increased mental health distress, including 
depression and anxiety – medical conditions 
that frequently are interrelated. In particular, the 
pandemic has worsened the country’s opioid crisis, 
which has been challenging employers for several 
years. In the 12-month period ending in May 2020, 
there were 81,000 fatal drug overdoses – the highest 
number ever recorded. 
More than half of employers surveyed by NSC – 
52% – said they know impairment is decreasing the 
safety of their workforce, while 77% of respondents 
view impairment as an important consideration when 
determining an employee’s fitness for duty. While 
70% of employers said they discuss substance 
impairment during employee onboarding, only 47% 
discuss other forms of impairment, such as fatigue, 
mental health and stress. In previous research, NSC 
found that tired, fatigued employees have negatively 
impacted 90% of employers.

No matter what’s keeping employees from working 
or driving safely, NSC stands ready to help em-
ployers deal with the impacts of impairment in the 
workplace with a robust offering of free resources 
and tools to help businesses manage these emerg-
ing issues. Offerings include cost calculators to 
understand the business case around substance 
misuse and fatigue in the workplace and toolkits to 
implement strategies to proactively address opi-
oids and fatigue. 
Additionally, NSC is tackling mental health in the 
workplace and providing guidance for employers 
to effectively address. Employers can visit nsc.org/
safer for playbooks, guides and other resources to 
help address mental health and wellbeing as part 
of the Council’s SAFER effort. •

Pandemic forcing a new era in workplace safety

NSC Urges Employers To Take A Broader 
Approach To Addressing Workplace Impairment, 
Which Can Include Mental Distress.
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Mayor de Blasio and the NYC Economic Development 
Corporation (NYCEDC) announced a plan to double 
he City’s $500 million investment in life sciences to $1 
billion as part of LifeSci NYC, a commitment launched 
in the Mayor’s State of the City address to create jobs 
and establish New York City as the global leader in 
life sciences. This expanded initiative is expected to 
generate 40,000 jobs.

Mayor de Blasio kicked off this next chapter of 
the city’s support for this industry by announcing 
a Request for Proposals (RFP) to help advance 
the commercial research and development of new 
medicines, medical devices, diagnostics, materials, 
and research tools. The City will provide up to $112 
million in City capital to award $20 million to support 
one or more innovation projects. Multiple awardees 
can access up to $20 million each.

“New York City can do more than just fight back 
COVID-19. We can invest in fast-growing sectors like 
the life sciences to stop the next pandemic before it 
starts – and become the public health capital of the 
world,” said Mayor Bill de Blasio. “This expansion 
will accelerate the growth of local researchers and 
businesses inventing the cures for whatever comes 
next. It’s the key to our economic and public health 
recovery, and it will produce more effective and more 
equitable health outcomes for New Yorkers across 
the five boroughs.”

“A recovery for all requires making the City healthier—
giving every neighborhood and every household ac-
cess to the best preventive health care and treatment 
available. To do that, we are committing to make New 
York City the public health capital of the world. This 
investment will foster life sciences research, innova-

A Recovery for All of Us: 
    New York City Invests $1 Billion in          
 Life Sciences

Doubles State of the City Commitment To Make New York 
City the Public Health Capital of the World
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tion and manufacturing, making the City the place 
where diagnostics, therapeutics and improvements 
in health care delivery are invented, tested and made 
available to the world, all while providing good-paying 
jobs to our incredibly talented, well-educated, and 

driven workforce,” 
said Deputy May-
or for Housing and 
Economic  De-
velopment Vicki 
Been. “By dou-
bling our original 
investment, we 
ensure both that 
health care will be 
fairer for all New 
Yorkers, and that 
New York City will 
be the incubator 
for public health 

innovation—full stop.”

“Strengthening our commitment to LifeSci NYC 
bolsters our pipeline of job opportunities in life 
sciences innovation and supports the creation of 
construction jobs as we build new infrastructure,” 
said Senior Advisor for Recovery Lorraine Grillo. “This 
expanded investment in life sciences affirms New 
York City’s leadership in advancing public health, 
developing treatments, finding cures, and ensuring a 
recovery for all of us.”

Over the next decade, New York City will expand its 
investment to $1 billion to develop the life sciences 
industry by launching new commitments as part of 
LifeSci NYC. The program will invest an additional:

$200 million in City investment to support the 
construction of much-needed commercial lab 
space and incubators

$300 million in City capital to support nonprofit 
facilities to spur new research that translates 
into companies, jobs, medicines, and advanced 
technologies

$5 million to enhance the Life Sciences Expansion 
Fund to support early stage companies

$5 million to expand the LifeSci NYC Internship 
program to develop the city’s life sciences talent 
pipeline

“LifeSci NYC has established New York as a hub 
for the life sciences and biotech industry, putting 
the city on the map for entrepreneurs starting new 
businesses, while spurring a flood of private sector 
investment,” said Maria Gotsch, President and CEO of 
the Partnership Fund for New York City. “Last year, the 
industry hit a record high in jobs and venture capital 
funding, demonstrating New York’s value as a central 
access point to other industries and commercial 
activity. The city’s decision to double down on this 
initiative sends a strong message that New York’s 
life science community is a smart bet and will play 
an essential role in the region’s economic recovery.”

‘supports the 
creation of 
construction 
jobs as we 
build new 
infrastructure’ 

About LifeSci NYC 
With a diverse talent pool, more than 100 
disease-specialty foundations, 370 federally 
qualified health centers, 50 hospitals, and 
nine world-leading academic medical 
centers, New York City is home to one of 
the largest concentrations of life sciences 
research. Building on these advantages, 
NYCEDC established Lifesci NYC in 2016 
to form industry partnerships, create 
thousands of good-paying jobs, and drive 
key life sciences investments in New York 
City. The program has helped cement New 
York City’s place on the map in life sciences, 
with pharmaceutical and biotech companies 
attracting more than $1 billion in annual 
venture investment in 2020 —up from $130 
million in 2016. The city has unlocked two 
million square feet of new life sciences 
innovation space, provided 400 students 
with paid internships at top life sciences 
companies, and opened six new incubators 
yielding 150 start-up companies every two 
to three years.
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Inside The Autodesk 
Labs Testing The Future 
Of Construction, From 
Drones To Holograms
Autodesk has created a residency program 
for companies using new technology to 
solve problems in design and construction. 
Cue the flying robots. 
BY NATE BERG
When renovation work began on a century-old 
YMCA building in Beverly, Massachusetts, a laser 
scan of the building revealed a unique challenge: 
nearly every ceiling in the building was slightly 
uneven. Reframing the walls of the building would 
require hundreds of different sized studs. Building 
them on site would be a complicated nightmare.
So Windover Construction, the company leading 
the renovation, sought out a technological solution. 
In collaboration with the New Zealand-based 
manufacturing company Howick, they fed their 
laser scan data into an automated steel frame 
fabrication machine that precisely produced light 
gauge steel studs and panels for the building. The 
machine also added one critical feature. The new 
studs are able to telescope, shrinking down to more 
easily transport into and through the tight spaces 
of the historic building, and then expanding out like 
a shower curtain rod slotted into place. “It’s really 
transforming the way we work in existing and old 
buildings,” says Amr Raafat, a vice president at 
Windover Construction.
The telescoping wall stud is just one of the 
construction innovations that have been developed 
in a unique new multidisciplinary program 
run by the architecture and building software 
company Autodesk, maker of the standard 
architectural design tool AutoCAD. Through what it 
calls its Technology Centers, Autodesk has created 
a residency program for companies working to use 
new technology to solve problems in design and 
construction. Companies like Windover and Howick 
came together through the program, realizing 

[Photo: courtesy Autodesk]

Rick Rundell is the global head of Autodesk’s 
Technology Centers, and he says the goal is to 
provide startups and researchers with the free space 
and technology training to help them innovate and 
cross-pollinate ideas. And that’s also helpful for 
Autodesk. He says the new ideas incubating through 
the residency program and its online version help 
the company to understand “the future that our 
customers’ businesses will be a part of, and what 
we should do next. We’re looking out at basically a 
ten year horizon. How is technology going to affect 
what’s possible,” he says. “We’re looking for teams to 
challenge our assumptions about how our tools need 
to work in the future, and then we can learn from them 
to better plan for that future.”
Currently, the construction industry is a relatively 
low-tech affair. Despite the fancy design tools and 
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advanced building information modeling systems that 
are used by architects and engineers, once a project 
starts construction, it’s thrown into a decentralized 
world of general contractors who source materials, 
hire workers and build projects based on their own 
formulas. Best practices in the industry tend to be 
based on what each contractor has done in the 
past. A more systematic approach to building, using 
technology, is still more of a concept than a reality.

Rundell, who previously worked for a construction 
technology startup that was acquired by Autodesk, 
says he’s seen a growing interest in the architecture and 
construction industries in applying new technologies 
to the often analog world of building. “What we’ve 
seen is a convergence of design and make and the 
expression of that convergence is 

that innovations in fabrication or how something is 

made drive innovations in design,” he says. “Think 
about the automotive industry. The way a car looks 
is heavily influenced by what is possible to do with a 
piece of sheet metal. This is still an emerging idea in 
the building industry.”

The Technology Centers, located at Autodesk offices 
in San Francisco, Boston, Toronto and Birmingham, 
England, are like big fabrication labs, where com-

panies and researchers try 
to find ways for new manu-
facturing tools to address 
challenges in the building 
industry. Initiated in 2018, the 
centers feature computer nu-
merical control metal work-
ing equipment, 3D printers, 
water jet cutting systems, 
5-axis robotic arms, and labs 
where composite materials, 
glass and ceramics can be 
used to create new parts 
and tools. Autodesk offers 
residencies ranging from two 
weeks to two years, giving 
startups, academics, and 
established industry players 
space and tools to test out 

[Photo: courtesy Autodesk]

new ideas and invent innovative approaches to design 
and construction.
One company that developed its technology through 
the residency program is SkyMul, a construction 
company that is using drones to handle the laborious 
process of twist-tying the rebar cages used to rein-
force concrete foundations. “This is time-consuming, 
hard work for people to do manually on a construction 
site, and it is a little bit dangerous walking around 

(Photo courtesy Autodesk)
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part of the project’s timeline, reducing the amount of 
manual labor by about 70%.
Windover Construction is using its involvement with 
the residency program to start changing the way 
it works now. Raafat says the technologies and 
tools the company has tested through its residency 
are already starting to become part of its standard 
operations. The telescoping wall studs, for example, 
are now being used on a second renovation project. 
He says these kinds of ideas likely wouldn’t have 
been developed without the collaboration enabled 
through the program. “As a construction company 
or a robotics company alone this wouldn’t have 
happened,” he says. “We need each other. We need to 
collaborate with each other so we can really transform 
construction.” •

on a mat of rebar 
that’s unfinished,” 
Rundell says. Fly-
ing in drones frees 
up workers to take 
on more important 
tasks.
[Photo: courtesy 
A u t o d e s k ] T h e 
Technology Center 
in Boston was also 
recently used by a 
team of students 
from the University 
of Southern Cali-
fornia to robotically 
manufacture an in-
tricate steel pedes-
trian bridge now 
crossing a ravine in 
Los Angeles.
T h e  p a n d e m i c 
forced Autodesk 
to shutter its Tech-
nology Centers, 
though Rundel l 
says they’ll gradu-
ally reopen begin-
ning this month. In 
any case, the shutdown of the centers didn’t stop the 
collaboration. Autodesk transitioned the residency 
program to a virtual format in which companies can 
meet and collaborate online. Without the need to travel 
to one of the Technology Centers or give up billable 
hours to take on a residency, more companies reached 
out about getting involved. There are now about 160 
companies and organizations in the residency pro-
gram’s network.
[Photo: courtesy Windover Construction]Windover 
Construction has used the network to find other 
solutions for its construction work, including a 
partnership with Fologram, an Australia-based 
mixed reality company. Using Microsoft HoloLens 
goggles and Fologram’s mixed reality technology to 
guide the assembly of hundreds of roof trusses for a 
construction project, Windover was able to cut that 

 [Photo: courtesy Windover Construction]
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Macy’s Unveils Macy’s Unveils 
Vision for Renewing Vision for Renewing 
its Flagship Herald its Flagship Herald 
Square Location Square Location 
and Investing in and Investing in 
New York CityNew York City
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while committing $235 million in private investment 
to upgrade the Herald Square neighborhood through 
our tower project,” said Jeff Gennette, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of Macy’s, Inc. “We are proud 
to make this leadership investment in New York’s 
recovery and are excited to welcome visitors back 
to Herald Square not only today, but for generations 
to come.” 

Macy's vision to renew Herald Square aligns 
with the company's century-long commitment to New 
York’s economic and cultural success. Since 1902, 
Macy’s and its Herald Square flagship store has been 
a longtime partner to its neighbors and New York City, 
sharing iconic events—including the annual Macy’s 
Thanksgiving Day Parade, Flower Show, 4th of July 
Fireworks and Santaland. The company’s vision for 
Herald Square preserves that tradition as a thoughtful, 
inclusive proposal that affirms Macy’s commitment to 
fellow New Yorkers.

The project would upgrade and make 
temporary plaza improvements permanent, dedicate 
areas for pedestrians that address accessibility and 
ADA-specific issues, and ease overcrowding and 

Renderings of outdoor plaza at Macy’s New York City flagship store – Courtesy FXCollaborative

Plan includes $235 million of private investment by 
Macy’s to both improve accessibility to the Herald 
Square transit station and upgrade the surrounding 
neighborhood with improved transit entrances and 
connections, new ADA-accessible elevators and 

upgraded public space

Macy’s investment in its flagship location and Herald 
Square neighborhood celebrates the store’s history in 

New York City while embracing a shared future

Macy's, Inc. has announced its vision for 
renewing its commitment to its flagship Herald Square 
store, including $235 million of private investment in 
the surrounding neighborhood. Macy’s plan would 
upgrade Herald Square’s transit infrastructure and 
public realm into a modern, pedestrian-friendly urban 
space with upgraded subway access, improved 
transit connections and ADA-accessible elevators. 
To achieve these upgrades, Macy’s will leverage 
its underlying Herald Square real estate to build a 
commercial office tower above its iconic flagship 
store. 

Macy’s is excited about the opportunity to work 
with the community to improve the neighborhood and 
generate additional economic activity in the city. The 
renewal plan is expected to generate $269 million 
annually in new tax revenues for New York City, 
support 16,290 annual jobs and spark $4.29 billion 
in annual economic output.

“Macy’s Herald Square is one of New York 
City’s most iconic institutions, and, as we plan for 
the future, we are doubling down on our commitment 
to New York by reinvesting in our flagship location 
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congestion to allow for a safer, 
more inviting open space. Macy’s 
will work closely with local officials, 
Manhattan Community Board 5, 
the 34th Street Partnership and 
other community stakeholders on 
final designs. Currently, the plan 
would:

•Transform Herald Square 
& Broadway Plaza into a 
modern, car-free pedestrian-
friendly urban space for New 
Yorkers and visitors to gather 
and enjoy one of the city’s 
most storied locations with 
upgraded connections to public 
transportation and substantial 
improvements to the Herald 
Square Subway Station
•Ease pedestrian access at 
Broadway and 34th Street 
while creating efficient, new 
transit entrances to the Herald 
Square Subway Station near 
Penn Station
•Enhance entry to Herald 
Square Subway Station at 
Greeley Square by adding a 
significantly improved new 
gateway entrance
•Add ADA-accessible elevators 
at 7th Avenue & 34th Street and 
35th Street & Broadway to the 
subway station while creating 
additional pedestrian space 
on the northern edge of Penn 
Station
“Macy’s on 34th Street is a 

cornerstone of Herald Square and 
has been a vital leader in our push 
for the neighborhood to realize its 
full potential for pedestrians, transit 
users and visitors alike,” said 
Dan Biederman, President of the 
34th Street Partnership. “Macy’s 

commitment of $235 million to 
upgrade the public realm reflects 
our vision for the area and is a bold 
and timely vote of confidence in 
the future of Herald Square, our 
City, and Macy’s ongoing presence 
here.”

“Macy’s investment in the 
Herald Square neighborhood, one 
of New York City’s most heavily 
trafficked and visited destinations, 
is a real marker that the city is set 

to come roaring back,” said Melva 
M. Miller, CEO, Association for a 
Better New York. “As an institution 
with a century-long track record in 
New York, we commend Macy’s for 
not only paving a way forward but 
also for being a great community 

steward and helping make the 
Herald Square experience more 
enjoyable for locals and tourists 
alike by enhancing the area and 
offering much-needed transit 
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improvements.” 
“New York is the retail capital 

of the world and Macy’s is a leader 
in our industry,” said Melissa 
O’Connor, President and Chief 
Executive Officer of the Retail 
Council of New York State. “Today’s 
announcement is a resounding 
vote of confidence for Manhattan 
and the entire state, and a strong 
indication that New York’s retailers 
and consumers will drive this 
economic recovery.” 

"Macy’s renovation of their 
Downtown Brooklyn store was a 
fantastic boost for Brooklyn and 
New York City. The project added 
to the vibrancy of Downtown 
Brooklyn, spurring economic 
growth and really l ift ing the 
streetscape along the famous 

Fulton Mall,” said Regina Myer, 
President, Downtown Brooklyn 
Partnership. “We're excited about 
Macy’s Herald Square project and 
the tangible benefits it will bring to 
the neighborhood. Congratulations 
to Macy’s for another bold step to 
help build our City." 

“The building industry will 
play a vital role in New York City’s 
economic recovery, and Macy’s 
plan will not only ensure the 
longevity of its iconic Herald Square 
store, but will vastly improve the 
streetscape of a pedestrian-heavy 
district while creating thousands 
of well-paying construction jobs,” 
said Carlo A. Scissura, President 
and CEO of the New York Building 
Congress. “Now is the time to 
invest in our future and keep New 

York City as the best place in the 
world to live, work and shop.”

The proposal keeps with Macy's 
growth over its more than 100 
years at Herald Square. The Herald 
Square store opened its doors in 
1902, quickly growing into 1 million 
square feet of retail space with its 
1924 expansion from Broadway 
to Seventh Avenue along 34th 
Street. The store expanded again 
in 1931 when it annexed the 
Seventh Avenue building. While 
the design of the new building 
is still being developed, it will 
be a contextually appropriate 
addition to the neighborhood and 
add complementary density to 
this transit-oriented development 
district. •
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Bosch Power Tools has announced the release of the newest generation 
of its BLAZE™Laser Measures, equipped with 11 different measuring 
functions and a range up to 65 feet. Built for complete durability with 
full, rubber-overmold housings protecting every impact point and IP65 
ratings, this second generation of BLAZE laser measures is made 
to withstand tough conditions in applications from HVAC, concrete 
masonry, woodworking and more. 

BLAZE brings dual power source to laser measure world -these tools 
are powered by two standard AA batteries or the GLM-BAT (Lithium 
Ion battery pack) extended runtime. 

This new generation of Bosch BLAZE Laser Measures has 11 new 
measuring functions for up to 65 feet. 

In addition to improved durability, the second generation of laser 

Bosch Unveils New Line of BLAZE Laser Measures

Product News
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measures offers a wide variety of enhanced features 
based on user feedback. Now with tape measure 
mode,the line offers a live measurement displayed in a 
traditional, visual way for users accustomed with using 
traditional tape measures.The laser measures also 
feature big numbers mode, displaying large figures 
for fast and easy readability with a focus on only the 
essential information and fading out everything else 
on the display.

For added ease of use, the laser measures include a 
state of the art user interface with advanced HMI and 
higher contrast to improve visibility in all environments. 
The easy-to-read backlit color display illuminates 
numbers with distinct resolution, for work in low-light 
or no-light conditions.Models GLM165-25G, GLM165-
27CG, and GLM165-27CGL also come equipped with 
green-beam laser technology which generates a dot 

Product News
that is up to 4 times brighter than the standard red 
beams. Additionally, all BLAZE Laser Measure models 
come with a belt clip providing convenience to carry 
and easy access. 

BLAZE Laser Measures are equipped for dual 
compatibility with alkaline or lithium-ion batteries 
providing more flexibility to the user. The BLAZE 
GLM165-27CGL model includes Bosch’s GLM-BAT 
3.7V Lithium-Ion Battery, a second power source 
which greatly increases the operation time of the 
BLAZE Gen 2 family by nearly 67% and improves 
performance in cold weather when compared to 
standard AA batteries. Due to the advanced charging 
circuit, the user is even able to charge and operate 
the BLAZE™ Gen 2 Family at the same time. 

BOSCH TOOLS
boschtools.com
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Product News
Strong-Drive® CSV Construction Screw from 
Simpson Strong-Tie 

Simpson Strong-Tie, the leader in engineered 
structural connectors and building solutions, an-
nounced today the expanded availability of its 
popular Strong-Drive CSV Construction screw to 
hardware and fastener suppliers in US markets.

Available in 2½” and 3″ lengths and coated with 
yellow zinc for protection against corrosion, the 
CSV Construction screw is a versatile, multipur-
pose fastening solution for a variety of wood-to-
wood and engineered wood interior applications.

Featuring underhead nibs, low-torque threads and 
a fast-start point, the CSV Construction screw 
drives effortlessly and is designed for general-
purpose fastening. 

SIMPSON STRONG-TIE                                                                                      
 strongtie.com

RH170202

The Power Of Three Tools In One. The SKIL 20V 
Rotary Hammer gives you the function of a hammer 
drill, drill and screwdriver all in one easy-to-use tool. 
With its efficient and powerful hammering function, it 
can quickly hammer through tough materials like brick 
and stucco. It’s also one of the top hammer drills for 
concrete. Includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium 
Battery and 20V Charger.
What’s Included: Rotary Hammer, 2.0Ah Battery, 
Charger, 3 IN. Bit Holder

SKIL TOOLS
skil.com

Skil Power Core 20™ 20V SDS+ 
Rotary Hammer Kit
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Product News

Makita U.S.A., Inc., the innovation leader in power 
tools and accessories, has launched two new demoli-
tion hammers, 43 lb. Demolition Hammer (HM1502) 
and 45 lb. AVT® Demolition Hammer (HM1512). These 
powerful demolition hammers are ideal solutions for 
heavy demolition of lower wall zones or floor founda-
tions up to 8” in thickness. These demolition hammers 
are ideal for digging trenches or tamping applications.
 
Both demolition hammers feature a powerful 15 AMP 
motor to handle the most demanding concrete ap-
plications. The HM1502 delivers 36.2 ft.lb. of impact 
energy and the HM1512 delivers 35.7 ft.lb. of impact 
energy.
 
The in-line body design is better adapted for working 
in narrow spaces and provides improved balance for 
maneuverability. The soft-start feature suppresses 
start-up reaction for smoother starts and better accu-
racy. A side handle swivels 360-degrees for increased 

Makita Introduces 
Two New  Demolition 
Hammers for High-
Demand Applications

maneuverability. The HM1512 features Anti-Vibration 
Technology (AVT®), an internal counterbalance system 
and vibration-absorbing handles that work together 
to reduce vibration. The easy-to-operate slide switch 
can be placed in Lock-On position without releasing 
the handles.
 
L.E.D. power lights indicate switch failure or cord 
damage. An L.E.D. service light indicates when the 
brushes will need to be replaced.
 
The demolition hammers are capable of being OSHA 
Table 1 compliant. The optional dust extractors and 
accessories are sold separately. Use the 197172-1 
extraction attachment with the VC4210L or XCV13 
Dust Extractors and Connector Cuffs for dust man-
agement. Users can quickly find an OSHA-compliant 
solution for Makita concrete drilling, surfacing and 
demolition tools on the Makita Product Solutions app 
at makitatools.com/dustmanagement.

MAKITA TOOLS
makitatools.com
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The Gypsum Association (GA) has released a 
revised and updated environmental product 
declaration (EPD) for glass mat gypsum panels. 
Following the standards set in the Association’s 
product category rules (PCR) for North American 
gypsum panel products, the EPD provides vital 
environmental performance information addressing 
energy consumption, water consumption, global 
warming, waste, air emissions and other metrics 
related to production.

The EPD was prepared by the Athena Sustainability 
Institute and was verified by ASTM.

Steve Meima, LEED Green Assoc., executive 
director of the Gypsum Association, noted, “The 
Gypsum Association has an ongoing commitment 
to environmental stewardship. The development 
and release of this new ISO 21930 compliant, Type 
III, cradle-to-shipping gate EPD, demonstrates our 
member companies’ efforts to transparently report 
environmental impacts as a means of contributing 
to sustainable design and construction.”

Use of exterior gypsum sheathing in multifamily, 
mixed-use, and commercial construction sectors 
is rapidly expanding due to the product’s enhanced 
fire resistance and mold/moisture resistance. 
Glass mat sheathing can also withstand significant 
weather exposure compared to other sheathing 
types.

The Association’s life cycle resources are available 
at gypsum.org to aid design and construction teams 
as they strive to meet the sustainability standards 
set by the United States Green Building Council’s 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED). Project teams pursuing certification under 

Gypsum Association 
Releases Revised EPD for 
Glass Mat Panels
Document provides environmental 
footprint for commonly used building 
material.

LEED v4 or LEED v4.1 can use the EPD to achieve 
points under the Materials and Resources Credit: 
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization 
Environmental Product Declarations. In addition, 
the Whole-Building Life-Cycle Assessment credit 
awards up to four points for demonstrating a 
minimized embodied environmental footprint in 
new construction. The newly released Life-Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) Report Gypsum Wallboards 
provides the data necessary for those credit 
calculations.

GYPSUM ASSOCIATION
gypsum.org

Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions introduces 
the SimpleSoffit™ Drywall Framing System, a 
prefabricated grid solution that provides a faster, 
easier, better way to build drywall soffits in complex 
and labor-intensive configurations.

Custom-made SimpleSoffit main runners are 
produced with precision-made notches based on 
the framing dimensions and design specifications 
of each soffit project. Manufactured to meet or 
exceed ASTM standards and building codes, 
these pre-engineered solutions are available for 
any application, including light coves, perimeter 
pockets, and curved, boxed and multi-step soffits.

No jig time or fabrication is required. When the 
SimpleSoffit material arrives at the job site, the 
screwless, click-together modular framing easily 
folds into shape and installs twice as fast as 
traditional stud and track construction methods. 
The product’s main runners integrate seamlessly 
with any other type of ceiling.

The SimpleSoffit drywall framing system is part of 
the Armstrong® Sustain® portfolio.

ARMSTRONG CEILINGS
armstrongceilings.com/simplesoffit

New Armstrong 
Drywall Framing System
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The New York City Council has introduced five 
construction safety bills and thousands of proposed 
amendments to the city’s building construction 
codes.

According to a New York City Department of 
Buildings press release issued April 22, the 
legislation and revisions are aimed at protecting 
construction workers and the public. Previous safety 
efforts led by DOB, including the implementation 
of an unprecedented construction safety training 
requirement, resulted in a 34% decrease in injuries 
on building construction sites from 2018 to 2020, 

the release adds.

One of the bills – Intro 2278 – calls for all general 
contractors to be licensed by DOB and would require 
license applicants to meet certain qualifications. It 
also would allow DOB to take disciplinary action, 
including suspending and revoking licenses, against 
contractors, if necessary.
Under Intro 2263, DOB-licensed site safety 
coordinators or managers would be required on 
major construction projects that are seven stories 
and higher. Meanwhile, Intro 2276 would require 
DOB-licensed construction superintendents to serve 

New York City Council Moves to Improve 
Building Construction Safety

+SAFETY NEWS
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+SAFETY NEWS

targeting construction safety enhancement are:

• Create a new license type for advanced crane 
technology, such as articulating boom cranes             
and roto-telehandlers, to ensure the equipment 
is operated safely.

• Improve the safety and consistency of the 
underpinning of existing buildings.

“We must strive for safety through thoughtful 
legislation that incorporates the input from a wide 
range of stakeholders,” City Council member Robert 
E. Cornegy Jr., chair of the Housing and Buildings 
Committee, said in the release. “I do not accept that 
construction deaths are inevitable. I do not accept 
that buildings should explode from gas leaks or that 
elevator mishaps lead to death. •

full-time alongside SSCs or SSMs on worksites that 
are seven stories and higher.
Intro 2264 is aimed at enhancing safety requirements 
for professionals performing cold-formed steel light-
frame construction work, while Intro 2262 would 
permanently prohibit the use of stand-off brackets 
for C-hook suspended scaffold installations.

In addition, 627 new or expanded changes to existing 
codes have been proposed, along with thousands 
of minor changes. If implemented, they’d be the first 
comprehensive update to city construction codes 
since 2014, the release states.

The proposed code revisions include those related 
to construction safety, elevator safety, emergency 
response, fire protection, and building system 
construction and inspection. Among the changes 
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